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Final Tests. After completion the work shall be tested by filling the stand-pipe with water, and the leaks, if any, shall be promptly and thoroughly calked. The stand-pipe must be water-tight before acceptance.
Superintendence. All inspections shall be made under the direction of the engineer who shall have general supervision of the work.                                                   W. D, P.
MISCELLANEOUS SPECIFICATIONS.
158. Specifications for Pile and Trestle Bridging.
The following specifications for  pile foundations  and  timber
trestles are those used by the Union Pacific Railway Co. These specifications may, however, serve as & standard for all kinds of pile foundations, and for the selection of large timbers for, engineering structures. The formula for obtaining the safe bearing resistance of pile foundations is that generally known as the "Engineering News formula."
All piles to be made from straight, sound, live timber, free
from cracks, shakes and rotten knots, cut from the following kinds of timber: White Oak, Burr Oak, Red or Yellow Oregon Fir. They must be so straight that a straight Hoe taken in any direction from the center of each encl of the pile, and run the length of it, shall show that the pile is at no point over one-eighth of its diameter at such point out of it straight line. They must show an even, gradual taper from end to end. Ends must be cut square, all bark taken off, branches and knots trimmed off smooth, finishing the pile in t workmanlike manner. They must not be less than fourteen (14) inches in diameter at the narrowest point of measurement of butt or large end, nor less than ten (10) inches in diarnetrr at narrowest point of measurement of point or .small end, and at no part more than seventeen (17) inches in diameter.
All piles must be properly sharpened before driving. They must be driven until they will carry a safe working load of- -pounds, computed by the following formula;
awb
In which L=Safc load in pounds.
w« Weight of hammer in pound** h««=FaIl of hammer in feet. g«—Last penetration in inches

